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AUTHORITY, SUPERSTITION, AND SCIENCE
Medical practitioners enjoy positions of authority. Considerable economic
resources are directed to the practice and improvement of medicine. Courts of
law recognize qualified medical practitioners as being expert witnesses on many
matters. Witchdoctors and other alternative health care providers do not receive
comparable resources or recognition. Why is this? Modem medicine is based on
science, whereas witchcraft and other alternatives are based on “superstition.”’
But what is it that distinguishes science from superstition, and to what extent can
medical practitioners claim to be scientific?
Most medical practitioners are not likely to have given much thought to questions such as these. According to Thomas Kuhn, the same can be said of practitioners of other scientific disciplines.2 Kuhn has described scientific paradigms
as encompassing all that which the practitioners of a particular scientific discipline
take for granted. The paradigm constitutes the framework within which the scientists reason when they try to solve their scientific problems. It represents the
premises of scientific thinking and therefore is not usually considered a scientific
problem in itself. As Kuhn points out, as a general rule, scientists do not learn
concepts, laws, and theories in the abstract. Instead, they gradually learn to use
these intellectual tools by reading and by listening. As a consequence, scientists
may “learn easily and well about the particular individual hypotheses that underlie
a concrete piece of current research,” but in spite of that “they are little better
than laymen at characterizing the established basis of their field.”2
When defects in an existing paradigm accumulate to the extent that the paradigm is no longer tenable, the paradigm is challenged and replaced by a new way
of looking at the world. Kuhn, a physicist, is particularly interested in physics,
chemistry, and astronomy, and uses examples from the history of these sciences
to illustrate his ideas. It is not clear that science always develops in leaps and
bounds as described by Kuhn. It is particularly uncertain to what extent Kuhn’s
theory correctly describes the development of medicine, which encompasses both
clinical research and the practice of medicine. Moreover, medicine comprises a
variety of subdisciplines. The paradigm underlying medical thinking is likely to
vary, for example, from pathologist to p~ychiatrist.~
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Nonetheless, it is tempting to describe changes that have occurred over the
past 30 years as a paradigm shifL3s4In the 1960s, an increasing number of clinicians
began to demand empirical proof of the effectiveness of medical interventions.
Led by pioneers such as Archie Cochrane, Austin Bradford Hill, Richard Doll,
and more recently by people like Richard Pet0 and Iain Chalmers, the randomized
controlled trial has emerged as the ideal-or paradigm-of clinical research.
Kuhn’s view is that scientists working within a scientific paradigm need not
necessarily engage in philosophical debate regarding the paradigm so long as their
activity within the paradigm is productive. Others, such as Popper, argue that
this is dangerous. According to Popper, a scientist who is not critical of the
paradigm within which s/he works “has been taught in a dogmatic spirit” and is
“a victim of ind~ctrination.”~
In this paper we will briefly describe the shift from “authoritative reviews”
of medical problems to systematic reviews that place particular emphasis on the
role of “experts” in the process of synthesizing the results of research. This shift
can be viewed as an extension of the shift from a paradigm that relied heavily
on unsystematic clinical experience and pathophysiologic rationales to one that
stresses rigorous clinical evaluations of medical interventions. Finally, we would
like to reiterate that we need to be critical of the “new paradigm,” even though
it is highly productive.

AUTHORITATIVE REVIEWS VERSUS SYSTEMATIC REVIEWS
Traditionally, review articles which survey an area of scientific inquiry or
clinical practice have been written by experts in the field. When seeking critiques
of review articles (peer review), editors have looked to other experts in the field
for help. These policies are illustrated by the two following responses to a small
survey of editors of medical journals undertaken in 1986?
From the point of view of an editor of a journal, the acceptability of research reviews
depends greatly on the advice given by experts in the field. Reviews should give an
adequate coverage of the literature and it is only those who know the field who would
be able to advise on whether this had been done. The assessment of original articles
of course is another matter and criteria for this activity have been published in a
number of places.
The people chosen to serve on the Editorial Committee are those who we believe have
a good grasp on their particular subfields within medicine. At a yearly meeting, each
Committee member proposes certain topics with specific authors to be invited. An invitation to prepare a review on a particular topic is then sent to the chosen author. From
this procedure I think you can see that we rely heavily on the expertise of our individual
Committee members as guided by the whole group to choose qualified reviewers. We
thus monitor the quality of the manuscripts before they are even written!

These policies may appear intuitively reasonable and appropriate. However,
there are reasons for serious skepticism. It is possible that experts might lack the
objectivity desirable in preparing or critiquing a review article. For example,
personal experience in primary research is highly salient and considerably more
vivid than the research of others, and therefore likely to be overweighted in
judgments.6 This is also true for personal clinical experience.
When the consistency of expert ratings of journal articles has been examined,
it has been found to be poor. Ten articles from which quantitative estimates of
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FIGURE 1. Specialists' beliefs about the probability of a particulaly important outcome
for a common and important intervention.(The specialty society that convened the meeting at
which the estimates were obtained requested to remain anonymous.) (Adapted from Eddy.")

consistency (inter-judge agreement) are available found correlation coefficients of
from 0.19 to 0.54, with most results clustering around the lower v a l u e ~ . ~While
-I~
the need for agreement among peer reviewers has been challenged, and its desirability has been q u e s t i ~ n e d ,agreement
' ~ ~ ~ ~ is important, though not sufficient, to
ensure the quality of the peer review process. If peer reviewers cannot agree, the
quality of their judgments must be considered unreliable.
Similarly, experts often disagree about the results of a review. Eddy has
provided the following example of this problem: A group of medical specialists
met to develop a guideline for a common and important intervention. When they
were asked to write down their beliefs about the probability of a particularly
important outcome in patients receiving this intervention their answers ranged
from 0% to 100% (FIG.l).I7 Whatever mental processes the experts used to arrive
at their beliefs, they had very different perceptions.
The problem with not knowing the reasoning that was used is that it is impossible to critique the methods that were used. There is no way to tell which answer
is most correct. Moreover, when information is synthesized and probabilities are
estimated informally, there are a number of factors that can lead to systematic
errors in the judgments that are made." One such bias is a tendency to overlook
small but clinically important effects when research is synthesized subjectively.
Cooper and Rosenthal demonstrated this experimentally by randomly assigning
reviewers to either use or not use meta-analysis to combine the results of several
studies. The studies, which included some that did not show significant results,
demonstrated an overall significant effect ( p = 0.016). The reviewers not using
meta-analysis were significantly more likely to find little or no support for the
hypothesis being tested.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EXPERTISE AND
METHODOLOGIC RIGOR
In the process of developing criteria for formal evaluation of the methodologic
rigor of review article^,'^-*^ we addressed two issues related to the role of expertise
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TABLE 1. Criteria for Assessing the Methodologic Rigor of Research Reviews

I . Were the search methods reported?
2. Was the search comprehensive?
3. Were the inclusion criteria reported?
4. Was selection bias avoided?
5 . Were the validity criteria reported?
6. Was validity assessed appropriately?
7. Were the methods used to combine studies reported?
8. Were the findings combined appropriately?
9. Were the conclusions supported by the reported data?
10. What was the overall scientific quality of the review?

in the process of preparing and critiquing review articles. We compared the consistency of assessments of the methodologic rigor of review articles using our criteria
by experts in the field (given instructions, but no training) with that of non-experts
(trained to apply our criteria in a standardized way). In addition, we examined
the relationship between the expertise of the author and the methodologic rigor
of the review article.

Methods
The results of our assessment of the reliability and validity of the criteria have
been reported elsewhere.20.21Twelve judges evaluated the methodologic rigor of
36 published review articles using the criteria shown in TABLE1. The review
articles were drawn from three sampling frames: articles highly rated by criteria
external to the study; meta-analyses; and articles selected from a broad spectrum
of medical journals. Four categories of judges assessed the articles: research
methodologists, clinicians with research training, research assistants, and contentarea experts, with three judges in each category. The non-experts all received
training in the application of our criteria.
Authors of the review articles were surveyed. Respondents were asked to
categorize their level of expertise using the following seven-point scale:
I

Limited
Background

2

3

Knowledgeable

4

5

Very
Knowledgeable

6

7
Expert

Expert = Prior to writing the review, you had already read extensively in this
area, and done research or written articles on the same topic.
Very Knowledgeable = You had already read extensively on this topic, but
not done research in this area.
Knowledgeable = You kept up with the literature in this general area routinely,
and were familiar with most of the primary research in this area.
Limited Background = You had not read most of the primary literature directly
relevant to the topic of this review.
Respondents were also asked to estimate the amount of time they spent preparing their reviews, and to rate the strength of their prior opinions on the topic of
the reviews as follows:
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Please indicate the srrengrh ofyour opinion prior to preparing this review, with respect
to the primary question that the review addresses.

Respondents were asked to categorize the strength of their opinions using the
following seven-point scale:
1

Decided

2

3

Strong
Opinion

4

5

Week Opinion

6

7
Undecided

An intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC), which is the ratio of the variance
between review articles to the total variance, was used to measure agreement among
judges .22 The ICC’s and their 95% confidence intervals (CIS)were calculated according to Shrout and Fleiss’ g ~ i d e l i n e sThe
. ~ ~analyses were done using BMDP.24
Spearman rank order correlations between the degree of expertise of the author
and the author’s strength of prior opinion, the amount of time spent preparing the
review article, and the quality of the review were calculated. For the correlation
of degree of expertise with the quality of the review, the quality of the review
was determined by taking the mean global rating of the reviewers (groups 1, 2,
and 3) who reviewed all 36 articles (there is a summary question which asks for
a global rating of the methodologic quality of the review).
Results
The intraclass correlation coefficients for each of the four groups of raters are
summarized in FIGURE
2. Consistency of ratings was higher for groups 1 to 3 than
for the experts on each of ten questions. The gradient between groups I to 3 and
the experts was considerably greater for questions which required substantial
judgment (questions 2, 4,6,8, 9, 10)than for questions which did not require as
much judgment (questions 1, 3, 5,7).For the overall rating of methodologic rigor,
the intraclass correlations were 0.79 (95% CI, 0.65-0.87)for group 1, 0.77 (95%
CI, 0.51-0.79)for group 2, 0.69 (95% CI, 0.38-0.78) for group 3, and 0.23 (95%
CI, 0.03-0.45)for the experts.
Thirty of thirty-six authors (83%) responded to our survey concerning their
methods. The correlation between expertise and strength of prior opinion was
0.55 ( p = 0.03);the more expertise, the stronger the prior opinion. The correlation
between expertise and the amount of time spent preparing a review was -0.40
( p = 0.045);the more expertise, the less time. The correlation between expertise
and the quality of a review was -0.52 ( p = 0.004); the more expertise, the
lower quality.

DISCUSSION
At least two possible explanations for the poorer agreement among the experts
are possible: either lack of training, or expertise itself. In either case, these results
cast doubt on the wisdom of relying exclusively on experts without specific training
to assess the methodologic rigor of review articles.
These results also cast doubt on the wisdom of relying on experts to be solely
responsible for preparation of review articles. Our data suggest that experts, on
average, write reviews of inferior quality; that the greater the expertise the more
likely the quality is to be poor; and that the poor quality may be related to the
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FIGURE 2. Agreement within groups of judges. 1 = experts in research methodology
(group I); 2 = MDs with research training (group 2); 3 = research assistants (group 3); and
4 = content-area experts (group 4).

strength of their prior opinions and the amount of time they spend preparing a
review article.
What is it about expertise that might predispose to such difficulties in making
judgments of methodologic rigor, and such problems in preparing high-quality
reviews? It is natural that investigators will be biased so that they give more
weight to their own work versus that of others. In addition, many investigators
will have strong opinions about their area which will lead them to judge evidence
differently according to whether it supports their beliefs. A third issue is the
personal competitiveness and antagonism that unfortunately often plays a role in
scientific endeavor and scientific debate.
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An extreme interpretation of the results of this investigation might be that
experts should occupy themselves with the task of producing new data, or retire
from the topics of their expertise,25 and so in either case leave judgments and
summaries of their efforts to those who have specific training in the science of
research reviews. A more reasonable interpretation might be to acknowledge the
value of expertise in recognizing subtle, but important clues that someone without
expertise might overlook while, at the same time, appreciating the risks of blind
faith in the subjective thought processes of experts or anyone else.
As Louis Pasteur once wrote: “Chance favors the prepared mind.”26Expertise
might be of great value in this regard, provided experts are able to follow the
injunction cited by Iain Chalmers in an article published a decade ago on scientific
inquiry and authoritarianism: “Teach thy tongue to say ‘I do not know’ and thou
shalt progress.”27
CONCLUSION
Systematic and explicit approaches to reviewing research are essential, but
not sufficient to ensure the validity of the results. “Science, no less than painting,
cannot be done by numbers.”28 And, in the words of J. M. Z i ~ n a n : ~ ~
Our present system of rewards and incentives in science does not encourage individuals to devote themselves for years on end to these critical synthesizing activities.
“Recognition,” by way of professional advancement and prestige, is given solely for
primary research; has any academy ever mentioned that the hero was the author of
a valuable treatise or of the authoritative review that has since determined the course
of research in his field?
The trouble is, quite simply, a matter of philosophy. We are so obsessed with the
notions of discovery and individual originality that we fail to realize that scientific
research is essentially a corporate activity, in which the community achieves far more
than the sum of the efforts of its members.

We are delighted that the New York Academy of Sciences has chosen to
present the L. W. Frohlich award to Richard Pet0 and Iain Chalmers for their
pioneering work as proponents and practitioners of systematic reviews of randomized controlled trials rather than for their “authoritative reviews.” The successes
that they have had, and the vision they have shown, in organizing international
efforts to critically synthesize and keep up-to-date the scientific basis of medical
practice are inspiring.
We would, nevertheless, like to come back to the need to remain critical of
the very paradigm that they have helped to pioneer. There is still an enormous
amount of productive work to be done within this paradigm. However, to capitalize
on the solutions that can be derived within this paradigm, knowledge that is derived
from other “paradigms” is also needed. In particular, on the level of clinical
practice “hermeneutics” (interpretative reflection) is necessary to appreciate the
subjective reality of individual patients; and on the level of policy, we clearly
have a long way to go to ensure that the results of good clinical research actually
lead us to do more good than harm.
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DISCUSSION
RICHARD
PETO (University of Oxford, Oxford, U . K . ) : Dr. Oxman, even on
reviewing evidence, you’ve got to start by saying what sort of relative risk you
are talking about. These problems arise where you’re likely to have moderate
relative risks. You know you may get things wrong in terms of two-fold errors,
but you’re less likely to make 10-fold errors. For example, if you were reviewing
the evidence as to whether smoking is massacreing vast numbers of people, then
you wouldn’t need the kind of methodologic quality that you’ve described, and
it wouldn’t necessarily be a fair criticism of review of evidence on smoking to
say that the review didn’t go into the kind of detail that you described. But if
you were trying to study something, such as beta blockers in acute myocardial
infarction, then you would need a great deal of attention to detail. In reviews, as
in trials, the critical question is: What is the relative risk? That is, what sort of
differences are we trying to discriminate between? You’ve shown very nicely that
quite substantial biases will result if the reviewing process isn’t done properly.
But there are circumstances where reviews that are not done according to any of
the criteria that you’ve described might nevertheless be scientifically sufficient.
It is the relative risk that always matters in determining what is plausible.
ANDREWOXMAN(McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada): For
any research endeavor it’s how important the problem is that determines how
many resources we put into the effort. And I agree entirely with your comments
earlier that a marker of importance is how common the problem is and how severe
its outcomes are. From the point of view of a reviewer of research it is also
important to take into consideration the quality of the available information. One
needs to consider how thoroughly to look for research, what to include and what
to exclude, and how to validate the information. All of this is going to be determined
by the effect sizes one is looking at as well as the availability of the research, the
amount of one’s own resources, and the importance of the problem. I think that
it’s a mistake to say that these criteria don’t apply to any type of problem-I
think they do. What differs from problem to problem is the decisions that are
made relative to each of these criteria about how many resources you use to
identify research, how you assess the information, what effort you put into validating the data, and what analytic techniques you use to put them together at the
end of the day.
PETO:For the evaluation of interventions, which is what this meeting is about,
I think your material is totally relevant. It’s just that there are other areas of
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review that aren’t so much concerned with the evaluation of interventions, such
as the effects of smoking, where you don’t need to randomize to work out that
it causes lung cancer.
THOMASCHALMERS
(New England Medical Center, Boston, Mass.): I
gathered from your presentation, Dr. Oxman, that you distinguished between a
systematic review and a meta-analysis by pointing out that you didn’t want to put
the emphasis on statistics. If one assumes that a good meta-analysis includes all
of the things that you’ve pointed out are necessary for doing a review-such as
control of bias and duplicate determination, adequate searching of th’e literature,
and a quantitative analysis of the data as presented in the literature-is there any
place for a systematic review without the quantitative analysis? Is there any place
for a review of data in the literature where the data have not been statistically
analyzed? Should not all qualitative reviews that do not analyze the data as data
be replaced by adequately done meta-analyses?
OXMAN:
This relates to the point that Richard Pet0 just made-that there are
situations in which the applications of statistical techniques aren’t warranted either
because the data are so obvious that you don’t need them or because the data
aren’t sufficient for statistical analysis. A good example of this is seen by the knee
replacement PORT that was discussed earlier. If the data you have are not good
enough to be combined in order to draw conclusions it is worthwhile to know
that so that investigators can go out then and collect good evidence. It’s not worth
the sort of efforts that Richard Peto’s group puts into reviews, but it’s worth
having gone through the steps up to the point of saying that this is the best evidence
we have, this is the quality of the evidence, this is what we know at this point in
time, and now let’s go out and try and learn some more.
DIXIESNIDER(Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, Ga.):
The systematic reviews and meta-analyses are properly emphasized as being very
important. On the other hand, as someone who’s recently retired as a content
expert and moved into the area of methodology, I have also seen bias on the part
of persons who do systematic reviews, particularly a tendency toward iconoclastic
destruction of the status quo. Perhaps that’s good, but I would also like to point
out that many times the content experts are knowledgeable about information
that’s not necessarily available in the literature; having been on some data safety
and monitoring boards I’ve experienced that on several occasions. So instead of
having two different groups-the authorities and the methodologic experts-I
would suggest that teams of people with an expertise in both areas “duke it out,”
so to speak. Such an approach could produce a better review than one coming
at it from either extreme.
OXMAN:
I agree entirely; in fact, that’s the approach that we’ve been taking
with the reviews with which I’ve been involved. Meta-analysis or systematic
reviews in general are tools for putting together what we know and like any tool
can be misused. It’s important that these methods be used properly, and the
insights that experts can bring to a review are important and should be kept
in perspective.

